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Abstract—The spatial data sharing  mechanisms is important in the technical infrastructure of 
cloud computing or GRID computing, Many researchers have focused on the centralized resource 
pool and global-local two-layer model but little work considers the availability and practicability of 
universal discovery description and integration and mechanisms of supporting long transaction  
management. In this paper, we propose an effective ways of resource organization and mechanisms of 
management in P2P mixed network systems network architecture model, Called RA-P2P.  The variety 
of spatial data that is of large storage capacity and of different data format and spatial services which 
are various and powerful are collected and put together, therefore it needs an effective mechanism to 
store, manage, retrieve and discover these geo-resources. Based on the platform of GSI-Grid RA-P2P 
adopts a means of metadata modeling to establish resource catalogue, provides many kinds of 
catalogue services conforming to OpenGIS Catalogue Services Specification and constitutes Catalogue 
Services Aggregator (CSA) which is a unified storage container for catalogue services to realize 
registration, issuance and discovery of services. Heterogeneous distributed grid computing 
environment gives an effective solution to manage geo-resources metadata, supports aggregation and 
integration of these resources and meets the needs for distributive storage and integrative discovery of 
multi-level, multi-source, multi-type spatial information. Based on Composition and  technical 
infrastructure of the RA-P2P, the frame  of  resource organization based on geological fields 
Ontology, share, synchronous and teamwork  mechanism of global-local two-layer resource, 
temporary aggregate-ware of data resource for supporting long transaction mechanism, the portal 
configurator of virtual  node resource for node self-government mechanisms have been discussed in 
the paper. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

A. Backgroud 
Geological Survey Information Grid (GSI-GRID) is the platform for resources share, including geological 

data and information, software and computer hardware and running on 3 levels (over 16 virtual nodes or 
provinces) network system environment all over China.  According to WWW (World Wide Web) service 
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framework, and under the support of criterion protocol, like SOAP, WSDL, WRSF, GML, OGSA [1] and etc, 
GSI-Grid has implemented the share and application service of spatial information based on GRID and SOA  
[2]. 

A peer-to-peer (P2P) network is a distributed system in which peers employ distributed resources to 
perform a critical function in a decentralized model. Nodes in a P2P network normally play equal roles. 
Therefore, these nodes are also called peers. P2P networks can be classified based on the control over data 
location and network topology. There are three categories: unstructured, loosely structured, and highly 
structured. In an unstructured P2P network such as Gnutella [3]. And  a loosely structured network such as 
Freenet [4], both the overlay structure and the data location are not precisely determined. In a highly 
structured P2P network such as CAN [5] and Chord [6], both the network architecture and the data placement 
are precisely specified. The P2P node manager of GSI-Grid platform belongs to a P2p mixed network 
systems network architecture model. 

The RA-P2P is the most important technical infrastructure in GSI-Grid platform. It includes standards and 
protocols of geological survey spatial data for sharing information and resources and establishing application 
services. Many researchers have focused on the centralized resource pool and global-local two-layer model 
[7] but little work considers the availability and practicability of universal discovery description and 
integration and mechanisms of supporting long transaction management in recent years. 

GSI-GRID Platform has been developed since 2003. A lot of problems had been found in early stage as 
follows. (1) Most of geological metadata can not be directly used in the platform. It must change or register to 
new database. Because reusability of database resource is no good, it’s difficult to avoid unconformity of 
describing data. (2)The evaluation of mineral resources is a process of long transaction. When user requests 
services or computes reserves of mineral resources, besides interactive processes and feedback process, 
reusability of temporary retention of data is considered as an important part. If all temporary retention of data 
is registered in the data directory database (as you know, unregistered data can not be found), a lot of garbage 
data would be produced. As a result, the efficiency and performance of the platform will be Reduce. (3) If 
there is only one global portal of the platform, it is impossible to implement the node self-government 
mechanism. So, the framework and the mechanism of P2P Node manager particularly develop. 

B. The Main Technical Features of GSIGRID Platform Architecture 
Based on grid technologies and thought, GSI-GRID platform is a geological survey information service 

architecture that can implement sharing, integration and cooperation of distributed and heterogeneous 
geological resources. The platform is a service-oriented. The hierarchy system of GSI-GRID platform can be 
divided into the data layer, the structure layer, the software resource and connection layer, the discovery and 
integration layer and the application and representation layer.   The standards or criterions with each layer is 
the key technologies in the architecture of GSIGRID platform, especially in discovery and integration layer. 
The criterion of resource aggregation description, Geological domain ontology [8][9]classification and code 
and the geological data model standards based on the third generation of geodatabase model have been 
developed for supporting architecture of GSIG-RID  platform.  

The GSI-GRID platform has nine parts or module. Because the distributed data resource service is the 
most important service in GSI-GRID platform, the organization rule and model of data has been offered in 
the software architecture of GSI-GRID platform.  The different data model would have been organized under 
the constraint of different compulsory standards in order to integrate resources and avoid information island. 

This research is supported in part by the National High Technology Research and Development Program of China (863 
program) by grants No.2007AA120504 
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II. THE FRAME OF RA-P2P  

RA-P2P (see Fig.1) is composed of aggregate-ware of virtual node resource, meta-services database, the 
portal configurator of virtual node resource and temporary aggregate-ware of data resource. 

Aggregate-ware of virtual node resource is composed of a catalog table of system metadata, an application 
metadata table, a catalog table of counter-part metadata, a system meta-services table and an in-sync manager 
of resource which can update information of resource among grid nodes synchronously. 

Meta-Services database is composed of meta-services and meta-computing database (scheduling meta-
services, basic meta-services of grid, profession meta-services of grid, meta-services of node domain, work 
flow service), the interpreter of work flow, scheduler of global resource and intelligent service engine. 

The portal configurator of virtual node resource is composed of in-sync manager for global users, services 
migration-ware of node portal, login and role manager, configuration table of role and privilege, 
configuration table of logical domain, binding table of resource and privilege. 

Temporary aggregate-ware of data resource is composed of application metadata table of node, catalog 
table of counter-part metadata, resource catalog manager of temporary data. 

GSI-GRID node portal is a dispersed portal or P2P portal.  It executes the geographic information 
publication of node, the registration of node, the text ,spatial data and  metadata information publication of 
node, invoking synchronizer of global information among all nodes. Not only resources of one node but also 
ones of the other nodes (including global information of others node) can be discovered in the node portal.  
The self control of node is the most notable characteristics of node portal.  The global information such as 
metadata and others resource information in each node can be synchronized to update with the synchronizer 
trigger of global information between nodes.  GSI-GRID Node portal is the entrance of platform of GSI-
GRID.  After entrance of platform of GSI-GRID, the resource of computation, data and software can be 
shared.                  

Figure 1.  The frame of RA-P2P 
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III. ARCHITECTURE OF CATALOG SERVICES SYSTEM 

A. The Architecture of Spatial Information Catalogue Service System 
The architecture of Spatial Information Catalogue Service System contains the layer of spatial information 

resources, the layer of resources container and the layer of catalogue service, from the bottom to the top. The 
architecture is illustrated in figure 2.                        

Figure 2. The  technical architecture of GSIGRID 
In the layer of spatial information resources, distributed geographic database is used to organize and store 

spatial data, which is consisted of basal geological data, hydrographic data, geochemistry data, mine data, and 
so on. There are also geographical functional and basic services in this layer. 

In the Resource Container, data resource is extracted to build metadata which can be aggregated into 
Distributed Catalogue Information Model (DCIM). According to metadata content, the model is divided to 
three parts, Global Router Information Model (GRIM), Spatial Dataset Information Model (SDIM) and 
Services Information Model (SIM). In the model, an ontology classification criterion is used to encode 
catalogue information and index is also established. 

In the layer of Catalogue Services, Aggregate-ware of virtual node resource is constructed to provide 
runtime environment for various services in Spatial Information Catalogue Service System. There are two 
types of catalogue services, discovering services and publishing services. The former provides functions of 
simple searching, searching by types and advanced searching; the latter can be used to register catalogue 
information in Catalogue Information Model.  These services are elements of Catalogue Service Aggregator. 
In addition, in Catalogue Service Aggregator, a mechanism of ebXML/ebRIM [10] registering services is 
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designed, a mechanism of non-centered broadcast based on messages is used to publish information, and all 
services are managed in Services Pools which use a search strategy which integrate keyword search, space 
range search and directory search to achieve efficient discovery and dynamic selection of catalogue services. 

As a catalogue container, DCIM owns three components: GRIM that stores distributed router information 
of every grid node; SDIM built on Geological Information Metadata Standard; SIM complying to OpenGIS 
Catalogue Services Specification which describes parameters of services, operations of services, status of 
services, source of service, Quality of Service (QoS) [11], and soon on. Additionally, the model sorts 
catalogue information based on a geological ontology classification criteria and creates indexing mechanism 
of directories. 

B. Chinese Geological Ontology Classification and Coding Rules 
In DCIM, all geo-resources should be classified, coded and indexed to implement the discovery, retrieval 

and management in an efficient way. Based on the study of Chinese geological ontology classification and 
coding rules, this article proposes cataloguing policies and coding rules of these resources. 

According to the geological ontology classification criteria, every geo-resource has an identifier. The 
identifier of each geo-resource is well defined and is consisted of 32 characters. The first character stands for 
national code and “G” is generally used; the second, third and fourth character stands for basic categories 
code[6] which is defined in Chinese geological domain ontology; the fifth and sixth character expresses 
spatial identification code, for example, “0A” stands for the international framing; the next ten characters is 
spatial area code, like map numbers; it is year code from the seventeenth character to the twentieth one; the 
last twelve characters stands for geological ontology vice code which is also defined in Chinese geological 
domain ontology. Indexing of geo-resources is bounded to the above cataloguing policies. The cataloguing 
policies and coding rules is illustrated in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Encoding rules of catalogue information 

IV. WORKING MECHANISM OF RA-P2P  

In the aggregate-ware of virtual node resource, catalogue service interfaces are provided to implement the 
publish, discovery and harvest of services and geo-data metadata. According to “OpenGIS Catalogue 
Services Specification”, the aggregate-ware of virtual node resource, implements five operations of catalogue 
services which are “DescribeRecord”,“GetRecords”, and “GetRecordById” [12]. There is another operation 
named “HarvestRecords” providing the ability to harvest metadata records from other grid node. In the 
aggregate-ware of virtual node resource, registering services is implemented by the operations named 
“RegisterRecords” complying with “CSW-ebRIM Registry Service” [13].      
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Figure 4.  The working process of the RA-P2P 
In the aggregate-ware of virtual node resource, services are divided into Web Map Service (WMS), Web 

Feature Service (WFS), WCS (Web Coverage Service), Catalog Service of Web (CSW) and other services 
defined by GIS Renders, by types; There are meta services, basic services and functional services [14]. In 
practice, the working process of the RA-P2P includes the following actions: 

1) Publish Geo-Resources Metadata 
Owners of geo-resources metadata publish information into a catalog table of system metadata, application 

metadata table, and catalog table of counter-part metadata by the interface “RegisterRecords”. Publishing 
action includes the register, log-on and alteration of metadata. The publisher knows the URL of the catalogue 
service has knowledge about the “RegisterRecords” interface and has the right to access the catalogue service. 
The metadata record is either successfully published to the catalogue service or publishing fails due to a non-
valid metadata description [15]. 

2) Discover Geo-Resources 
The requestor finds geographic resource metadata (including data and service metadata) from the SIM and 

SDIM by the “GetRecords”, and “GetRecordById” interface, then calls the service, binds of spatial data, and 
finally obtains maps or features.  

3) Harvest Geo-Resources 
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Following the above example, there is another situation. That is, the metadata of “M5235” comes from 
some other destination grid nodes, instead of the current node. In this situation, the requestor needs to harvest 
results by invoking service of the destination grid node. The process is called Harvest Geo-Resources CSA 

provides interfaces of services to publish, discover and harvest geo-resources, offers support for resource 
virtualization, and improve the integration and sharing of distributed geographic information resources. 

V. THE MECHANISM OF RESOURCE SYNCHRONIZATION MANAGER   

The centralized management for grid data resources is in the most resource manager now, which makes 
sure eliminating data redundancy and data consistency.  Once the centralized database has a physical 
breakdown, the data resource can not be shared. If we have the copies of centralized management in each 
node the preceding question can be avoided. The above mechanism has been set up in the resource 
synchronization manager of GSI-GRID platform. 

The message mechanism with the operations such as upload, download, append, update and deleting 
between different nodes has been applied to the resource synchronization manager based on the penetration 
firewall speciality of  WEB service  (see figure 5).  

The penetration of message queue table in GSI-GRID is confined to local node without sending the 
message. The local node calls the other node web service to implement the synchronization operations of the 
data.  It is different from traditional message queue table. Thought each node has the same structure of 
message queue table each node is complete independence.  

The principle of synchronization mechanism is to obtain unprocessed information through reading 
message queue table. After the analysis processing of the message, the resource synchronization manager in 
the local node gets the key information, and then makes the synchronization operations of the data.  The 
advantage in message queue table lies in physical structure, the conception of the centralized node has been 
reduced. It implements the architecture of p2p and the communication between different nodes. 

The resource synchronization operation can be described 8 steps as figure 5.               

Figure 5. The flow-process of resource synchronization manager 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

To sum up the above arguments, Through the P2P node manager, the distributed computer resources can 
become a virtual computer with network connections under the support of GSI-GRID platform.  

Based on composition and  technical infrastructure of the P2P node manager, the frame  of  resource 
organization based on geological fields ontology, share , synchrone and teamwork  mechanism of global-
local two-layer resource, temporary aggregate-ware of data resource for supporting long transaction 
mechanisms, the portal configurator of virtual  node resource for node self-government mechanisms, the 
achievement has been  got in GSI-GRID platform as follows:(1)The  resource( including data, hardware, 
webpage and software) of the node portal has the features of self-government ,share, synchrone and 
cooperation  between  nodes  portal.(2) The data format can  be integrated  GSI-GRID  database in ARCGIS, 
MAPGIS, GEOSTAR, SUPMAP  with the RDB, HDF(raster stream data), HDF(spatial data),COVERAGE 
and files  without  any  changing of  the data format or data model.(3) The resources of  distributed  data can 
be found based on the ways of  words and map, geographic  range, administrative divisions, metallogenic belt, 
international map subdivision and  metallogenic  province. (4) Through the temporary aggregate-ware of data 
resource for supporting long transaction mechanisms, the interim deliverables and final data can be  published  
and  reused, and the environment off-line breakpoint can be protected for long transaction computation, and  
the mechanisms of  users  interactions and process of  feedback of  a long transaction for  grid computation  
on-line has been founded. 

There are over fifteen demonstration nodes in Beijing, Tianjin, Xi’an, Chengdu, Hebei, Shengyan, 
Zhengzhou, Jinan, Lasa and Kunming now.  Base on the standards of universal description, organization, 
discovery, and integration, all distributed database are organized in GSI-GRID. The data service can be 
provided online now from over ten GSI-GRID nodes. The data volume  are  1 TB in GSI-GRID  including 
1:5,000,000,1:2,500,000   1:200,000 and 1:500,000 geological map database,  1:200,000 natural heavy 
mineral database  of 27 provinces, 1:200,000 hydro-geological map database, isotopic dating database, 
national mineral deposit database, regional geochemical database, geological exploration levels of 1900-2010, 
mineral resource planning map.  
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